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01/11/05 TT No.93: Stephen Harris - Leyton Orient U18 (FL Youth Alliance Cup) 

Saturday 29 October 2005; Leyton Orient U18 2-1 QPR U18; Football League Youth 

Alliance Cup; attendance c.85, no programme issued, admission free. 

It would not have occurred to me to write about this game were it not for the fact 

that there was a little gaggle of groundhoppers in attendance on Saturday 

morning, en-route to afternoon games elsewhere. I guess there may be others who 

visit such grounds and who might be interested to hear of Orient’s latest youth 

team venue. 

As a staunch O’s-man I try to get along to watch the youth teams occasionally, and 

the re-location this season to a ground just 25 minutes-walk from my house means 

that I have seen more of the Under 18s lately than usual. Games are now played at 

the Ive Farm Sports Ground, which is in Ive Farm Lane, off Church Road, Leyton, 

E10. If you find yourself in Ive Farm Close, you are very near, but not quite in the 

right place. Orient youth sides have played here in the past but not for 10 years at 

least and the ground has been used at various times by intermediate sides 

including Walthamstow Trojans. But when I passed by one day around a year ago, 

the site appeared to be lying semi-derelict. The place has seen much recent 

renovation and has a greatly improved pitch, but still provides rather little for 

spectators. There is a brand-new dressing room block, which provides a tiny bit of 

shelter from the elements depending upon which way the wind is blowing. The 

pitch itself is within a gravel running track and is roped off on one side. Most 

spectators stand behind the rope, on the long-jump run-up. No refreshments are 

available, and Orient have not issued team sheets for youth games played away 

from the main stadium for many years. Games kick-off at 11am, and the attitude 

of the club is generally one of surprise that anyone should be interested enough to 

turn up and watch. 

Personally, I would like to think that potential professional players of this age 

group would be taught to respect the referee’s decisions, to button the swearing 

and to concentrate on their own game. This never seems to be the QPR way though 

and we were treated to a very physical and verbal approach from the visitors. 

Fortunately, the young O’s did not rise to it and answered in the best possible way 

by playing the better football. Unfortunately, one or two parents seemed less 

restrained in their reactions.  Orient were cruising at 2-0 when their keeper took a 

blow to the head. He staggered to his feet, said he was fine and promptly let in a 

goal. He was then taken away to be stitched up, and young Congolese triallist 

forward Tierry Makengo-Miangu (definitely a name to watch out for) took over 

between the sticks for the last 10 minutes. 

Nearby Brisbane Road is itself worth a look for anyone who has not been there 

recently. It is currently three-sided, with two new stands and a gap where the 

North Terrace used to be. The only familiar survivor is a truncated Main Stand -the 



stand which was moved here from Mitcham Stadium in the 1950s. Otherwise, the 

old ground is starting to take on something of a modern appearance, and has 

residential blocks appearing in each corner. 

Match rating: 3*. 
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